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HELLO!
Happy New Year! Yes, I know most people celebrate New Years Day Jan 1,

however, over the years I have come to think of September as the beginning of the

New Year. This is usually when clubs and activities restart, kids are back to school

and things get 'back to normal' after a (hopefully) relaxed summer schedule. So, in

keeping with getting back to normal, here are a few articles and links to get you

engaged and the 'New Year' off to a good start.
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18 CEO Secrets  Whose Companies Won't Stop Growing
Kimberly Weisul, Inc.com

Ever wonder why some companies seem to continue growing?  Inc.
magazine recently interviewed the CEOs of several companies that have
repeatedly appeared on the Inc. 500/5000 list and asked them to share their
key secrets for spurring growth. Some of the main components include
constant learning, discipline, and a whole lot of humility.  Read this article to
learn steps you can take to help your company grow.   

read more

Key Benefits of Cyber Insurance After the Breach
Damian Davila, idaconcpts

http://link.ascii.com/v/443/e0ef08512b1564602f9f4ad127390766ca5f1aa49e5edb96
http://link.ascii.com/c/443/e0ef08512b1564602f9f4ad127390766ed6ea40ad505e5200d2149356c630760


An increasing number of businesses are recognizing the critical need for
cyber insurance in case a breach occurs. What many people don’t realize,
however, is that most cyber insurance policies include coverage for a data
breach coach that will guide you through the process if a breach does
happen. Learn more from pro marketer and blogger Damian Davila on how
the process works, the steps that need to be taken, and how the data coach
guides you through that process.

read more

Why it's still a Bad Idea to Trash your Airline Boarding Pass
Brian Krebs, Krebs on Security

Many people don’t realize the danger when they fly of posting your boarding
pass online or putting it in the trash after the flight.  The bar codes can be
used to breach privacy, access your account on the airline’s website, or even
disrupt future trips, and contains much more information than the eye
suggests.   Read more to learn about this danger as well as tips on how to
properly dispose of boarding passes.    

read more

Perspective of AI Success from 3,000 Business Executives
Jacques Bughin, Brian McCarthy, and Michael Chui, Harvard Business Review

Artificial intelligence isn’t just something you see in movies anymore. 
Businesses in all sectors, not just technology, are successfully incorporating
AI into their businesses.  The McKinsey Global Institute recently surveyed
over 3,000 executives, and identified 10 key insights CEOs need to know if
they want to have a successful journey into the world of AI.  Learn how you
can potentially make this a competitive advantage for you.  

read more

Cybersercurity:  How to Stay Ahead of the Bad Guys
Hal Lonas, DARKReading

Cybersecurity is always challenging.  Companies need to be right 100% of
the time, while a cyber criminal only has to be right once.  The situation is far
from hopeless, however.  The CTO of a highly respected Internet security
company says we need to focus on thinking like a cybercriminal and then
leverage artificial intelligence and machine learning to find threats and stay
ahead of the bad guys.  Learn steps we can all incorporate to protect
ourselves from cyber criminals.

read more
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Fully Interactive Art Museums
Now you are an active participant
with these new digital art exhibits

see the video

Farming and Robotics
How the future of farming is
changing through use of robotics

see the video

I Think You Are Bluffing
Poker Artificial Intelligence wins
$290K from human competitors

see the video
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